2016 at a glance

New investments
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In a highly active 2016, Cinven delivered
excellent performance for our investors.
We deployed more than €1.5 billion into
five new investments and a number of
add-on acquisitions. In total, more than
50 add-ons were completed during
2016. We returned more than €3 billion
to investors through sales to strategic
and financial buyers alone, together
with further proceeds from a number
of partial realisations.

Tinsa

Hotelbeds Group

Bioclinica

NewDay

Allegro

Property valuation, analysis
and real estate advisory
service provider in Spain
and Latin America.
Business Services
and Iberian teams.

A leading independent
business-to-business
bedbank, offering hotel
rooms to the travel industry.
Business Services
and Iberian teams.

Specialty provider of
technology-enabled services
to clinical trials and pharma
companies with offices in
the US, Europe and Asia.
Healthcare team.

A leading consumer finance
provider focused on the UK
credit card market.
Financial Services team.

A leading online marketplace
in Poland. Consumer and
TMT sector teams.
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Avio Space
Propulsion

HEG

Following the sale of Avio’s
aviation business in 2013,
Avio Space Propulsion
was sold to Space2 and
Leonardo-Finmeccanica.

Hosting and domain services
business sold to GoDaddy.

Prezioso

Coor

Significant add-on
acquisitions

ERGO Italia

Visma

Exit highlights
Sold remaining stake in
listed Coor Group, a leading
facilities management
provider in the Nordics.

Commenced consolidation
of the Italian insurance
market through acquisition
of Old Mutual Wealth Italy.
Italian and Financial
Services teams.

Synlab
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Following the creation of
a pan-European clinical
laboratories business
through the merger of
Labco and synlab in 2015,
the company made 34
acquisitions in 2016.
French, German and
Healthcare teams.

Insulation and scaffolding
services business sold to
Altrad.

SLV

Norway-based business
services software company
Visma made 23 acquisitions
in 2016. TMT team.
Specialty lighting business
sold to Ardian.

